
After finishing some jobs in my garage on 22/10/2017, I closed up and was heading back into the house: I collected some items that I was taking into the house which ironically included my Nikon D-SLR slung over my shoulder. Before leaving the garage I looked at the clock, it was 21:00 hrs. I pulled down the shutter, gathered my things together and walked up my driveway having a quick look at my phone. As I drew roughly parallel with the front of my house I looked up, my attention immediately being drawn to two warm white lights moving at a low altitude and at what I could only describe as “break neck speed”. I immediately stood still and tracked the two lights as they rocketed across the sky moving right to left from my perspective. I felt goose bumps all over my body and had a shiver up my spine. 
I sometimes holiday near RAF Lossiemouth so I have seen lots of low flying fighter jets; this object looked like it was going as fast if not faster than a Tornado or a Typhoon! The two lights were very close together, so much so it was impossible to tell if it was one object or two close together. It appeared to be flying very low and on a very straight horizontal course. As it flew past my field of view, the leading light appeared to pulsate somewhat. 
The object then faded and disappeared. The leading light stopped pulsating and faded quickly followed by the latter. The object definitely appeared to be low flying. From my point of view it was just above the roof of the house across the road from my own house. However in terms of how close it was, I estimate it was traveling above the field beyond my estate - two hundred meters or so away. 
Aircraft fly over my house all the time but they are always much higher up, usually heading in to land at Glasgow airport. All the aircraft that fly overhead have an engine sound, this object was silent, eerily  silent. The sighting took place in Kirkfieldbank, South Lanarkshire. I have since checked with a compass and I was face south west at the time, roughly 245 degrees. 
I stood shocked for a few moments, trying gather my thoughts and trying to figure out in my head what I just witnessed. I have considered a number of possibilities of what it could be, and have come to the conclusion that I cannot identify what it was. I do know however, what it could not have been. 
Aeroplanes and helicopters don’t typically fly that low where I live and even so, they have loud engines. Fireworks are on sale just now in the lead up to Guy Fawkes Night, however there was no contrail behind the object which is characteristic of airborne pyrotechnics, there was, (as I have already said) no sound; there was no burst of an explosive finish, (the object faded) and there was no wobble or arcing of its course (the object held a very level and steady horizontal course). Although there is a road nearby, if the object was a car it would have been driving away from me and I would have seen the rear lights and it goes up a steep hill (& not horizontal). It appeared to travel between my house and where the road lies too.  I have considered the possibility of a drone but I can’t image drones would travel at that speed or be used in darkness? And while drones are not loud they do produce some sound. It was a still night with no wind and it was very quiet. 
After a minute or two I came into the house and told my wife then phoned my dad. He suggested that I search online to see if anyone else has reported any sightings recently in the area. The first hit on Google was a Scottish newspaper article describing a suspected UFO sighting in Falkirk earlier this year but was nothing like what I had just witnessed. I read the article which mentioned BEAMS so I went onto the website to have a look. The second sighting listed on the website which was dated 15/10/2017, immediately drew my attention. 
                Someone from Devon had managed to photograph an object they described as looking like “two cells dividing”. When I opened the report I was struck with the same feeling of shivers up my spine... I am convinced this is the SAME object I had witnessed moments earlier! Although I never saw any hues of purple, the images, general shape and description of its behaviour appears to be match what I have seen. 
The article can be found at the link below.
http://www.beamsinvestigations.org/151017UFOCellDivisionPhenomOverNAbbotDevon.html
My observations as per your requirements are as follows: 
·	Weather conditions: Dry, no wind, the evening air was cool maybe around 10C.
·	Clarity of atmosphere: Good visibility.
·	Cloud cover: Partial but still good visibility of a large portion of the sky and the stars beyond.
·	Wind strength: No wind.
·	Visible Astronomical Objects (Moon, stars, Venus etc): I saw the first sliver of a new crescent moon but it was not visible from my position at the time, a number of stars were visible and I had also watched a satellite passing by overhead earlier that evening from my front garden. 
·	Number of objects seen: There appeared to be two distinctive lights but I am unable to confirm if it was two objects close together or one with two lights.
·	Colours(s) of object(s) seen: Warm white.
·	Sound of object(s) seen: I never hear any sounds, the evening air was still and quiet.
·	What first brought your attention to the object? The lights and the speed at which it was traveling.
·	How did the object(s) disappear from view? The foremost light faded (dematerialized) first after it stopped pulsing, followed by the rear one. The object was still traveling at a consistent speed at the time it appeared to “dematerialize”. 
·	Were the objects SMALLER, SAME SIZE or LARGER than the moon? Both lights appeared to be comparable in size. I would estimate each light was approx. one tenth the size of an average full moon.
·	Brightness compared to moon: Not as bright as the moon.
·	Smell of object(s) seen: I could not smell anything other than the usual smell of the evening air, if that could be described as a smell. 
·	Altitude (Estimation): 200 meters above me approx.
·	Compass object direction of travel: I was facing WSW on a rough bearing of 245, the object traveled from my left to right which would make it NNW to SSE on an approximate heading 150, almost perpendicular to the direction I was facing. 
·	Were there any additional witnesses to the incident described? No
·	Did you, or the surrounding environment suffer any physical effects that may be related to the incident? Not physical effects to the environment that I am aware of. I however felt goosebumps and a shiver up my spine.  
·	Were you aware of the passage of time around the observation? Time appeared to pass as normal.
·	Other than the event you have reported, did anything else odd or out of place occur around the observation? The event only lasted a few seconds, I was holding my mobile phone and I also had my D-SLR over my slung over my shoulder but I was completely unaware of anything else other than the object while it was in my attention was on it. It was over so quickly I doubt I could have gotten a shot off with my phone or camera even if I had thought about it. I stood for a few moments after the object disappeared to see if it would come back but I then felt so shocked I was unable to move for a minute or two. I walked into the house thereafter.    
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